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rebecca geldard writing about jeffrey ty lee‘s work, extracted from the essay for oyster grit, a group exhibition 
at domobaal in september 2007. 
 
 

*** 
 
  
……….. in quiet, highly detailed drawings, jeffrey ty lee explores the minimal methods through which meaning 
can be implied and interpreted. fine grids hold laboriously applied pencil lines that combine to form scenes of 
aerial combat reliably reproduced from decomposing wwii film footage. dusty museum interiors, strictly off 
the public map, slowly take form within the dark ink-hatched depths of his ‘web’ drawings: swatches of linear 
marks create countless pewter planes that oscillate with the uncertainty of a light-starved eye. lee’s purity of 
approach is deliberately and fascinatingly contradictory, for his systematic invention, though intrinsically 
faithful to the original and available to view, could never actually deputise for the truth of the collectively 
germane imagery he describes, as the temporal quality of their manufacture equally alludes to the less reliable 
territory of memory. 
 
 
taking in the obscure details of ‘web 1’ (a back room at the v&a rammed to the gunnels with antiquities in 
various states of repair) is to feel partially sighted and forced to rely upon other faculties to navigate the 
space described. the lack of light, as in the work of ní bhriain, alludes to preservation of the past and an 
unwillingness to be swept along with the less quantifiable current of the here and now. again, the collectively 
recognised forms through which we assimilate the visual and understand the experiential, become tools with 
which to net interest. quiet political subtexts, such as public access to institutions and the means through 
which the past is archived, embed within the mind like particles of ancient dust sieved carefully through the 
gaps between marks to avoid disrupting sensory experience. in lee’s practice, as with many of the works touched 
upon here, conceptual clarity is achieved through a process of economy – as if he is reticent to contribute to a 
world already packed with stuff. 
 
 
 

*** 
 
 
no matter how quietly shocking or out of their time the works of these eight artists may appear, the apparent 
non-conformity of this group is driven by individual default settings over a collective sense of design. there is 
little evidence of preoccupation with trend or ownership – as if they might be curators of lost thoughts or 
property. the past, the many sources of reference unashamedly acknowledged in these works, offers an 
essential portal between states, a narnian wardrobe of unknown elements that must be negotiated in the 
process of moving forward, a backstitch during the re-hem of a second-hand garment essential to the wending 
linear strength of the hand-sewn whole. 
 
 
 
 
rebecca geldard, london 2007 
 
 
 




